**Place your money on the winner.**

Make results certain.

**Financial and Commercial**

**STOCK MARKET IS IN BETTER SHAPE**

H recovery from losses is noticed, but trades are dull.

New York, May 15.—Stocks showed a large advance of newspaper as they gained strength in the face of a better showing of the industrial and speculative stocks.

The gains were due to the lack of any serious buying and the general absence of active selling.

**MONEY AND METALS**

New York continues to be a market of opportunity for those who are willing to take advantage of the present conditions.

The situation is such that it is possible to buy at a reasonable price and to sell at a higher price, and the situation is likely to continue for a considerable time.

**WHAT IS WEAKENED BY COOLER WEATHER**

Corn is starting its oats irregularly and provisions fluctuate.

**Texas Corn**

Texas corn is a market of opportunity. Withdraw our farm products from the market and the prices of the corn will go lower and prices will go higher. One is a market of opportunity for those who are willing to take advantage of the present conditions.

**Unlisted Stocks**

The New York Times, The 2nd Fourth, etc.

**Boston Listed Stocks**

The Boston 2nd Fourth, etc.

**New York Listed Stocks**

The New York 2nd Fourth, etc.

**LIVESTOCK**

**Wool**

In the recent report, the advancing tendency was noted.

**Cotton**

In the recent report, the advancing tendency was noted.

**Unlisted Stocks**

The New York Times, etc.

**FOOD VALUE PER ACRE**

The crop products of Texas are a market of opportunity. Withdraw our farm products from the market and the prices of the corn will go lower and prices will go higher. One is a market of opportunity for those who are willing to take advantage of the present conditions.

**Going Out of Town This Summer?**

If you are, why not arrange to have the El Paso Herald sent to you by mail? The address may be changed as often as desired, and you will be kept informed about El Paso happenings.

The subscription price to any address in the United States, Canada, or Mexico, payable in advance, is 60c for one month and $1.80 for three months.

Postage to foreign countries, 30c a month additional. Fill out this form and send it to The Herald office:

**El Paso Herald**

Monday, June 23, 1914

Dear Sir:

Enclosed find $____ for which please send the El Paso Herald for months beginning with issue of _______1914, to

(Name)

(Town)

(State)